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This text is dedicated to my two sons.  
They have been, and remain, the greatest 
of gifts to me and those around them.  To 
their dear mother who contributed the 
most to their good qualities.  And, to any 
young man who is in pursuit of the 
goodness and best within themselves.        

Finally, it is worthwhile to offer this to any 
father, as well.  There may be things within 
this text of use to you as you pursue being the 
best you can be to your children. 

Clay Howard 
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The Gifting 

Truly, my son, there is a moment 
When a man ceases to live 

For himself alone 
And dedicates what he is to others. 

 
What we have gathered unto ourselves, 

Those secrets, those unexpressed thoughts 
Of intuitions’ truth, 
Will perish with us. 

So, we leave what we can 
Where we can. 

In our offering there is both acceptance and 
rejection. 

 
To you I offer myself freely. 

You may accept or reject freely. 
This is the democracy of love. 

 
We walk delicate lines 

When offering perceptions of life. 
I can give you shoes for your feet 

And it is accepted simply, 
And all is well. 

I can give you food for your body 
And it is eaten, 
And all is well. 
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Yet, I can offer you the wisdoms 
Of a road hard traveled 

And the world thinks of me as lectural. 
 

However the world measures 
The worth of things 

And to whatever measure  
You ponder these words 
In the course of your life, 

This is my most worthy gift to you. 
 
 
 

The Man-child 
You are the seed of my love 

And that small moment 
Has given birth to your lifetime. 

 
You are a young life 

Rushing forth to your destiny  
And in your path is the legacy 
Of what you will be to others 

And to yourself. 
 

Much of what you will be 
Is in what I am to you. 
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For this, I am in your debt 
As you demand by your presence 

The best that I can be 
In the manner of my days. 

 
You are in your springtime. 

The days seem many and promising. 
The world is a grand place 

To your eager eyes. 
Curiosity overwhelms you 

As you study a bug, 
Sit on a stump 

And scatter corn 
For a flock of hens 

And watch ants 
Scurry about in orderly confusion. 

 
I suppose that’s why 

When you hand me a flower 
I sense the union of that moment 

And feel the tender pain 
Of latent weeping in my throat, 

And wait until alone to cry 
The tears of a man who knows 

His son loves him. 
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You pat a log 
With your tiny hand 

And persuade me to sit awhile. 
You tell me your puppy loves you, 

Acorns can make a big tree, 
The sky is higher than everything, 
Rocks don’t grow but people do. 

 
Your manner is certain, 

As though it were a truth 
Deduced by the purest infant intellect. 

 
I realize the world will have you, 

Share its’ wisdoms and stupidities, 
And your intellect will become much as the 

worlds’. 
 

So, be selfish with your good mind. 
Save the best part of you for yourself. 
It will keep you free and principled. 

 
To live with principles ahead of your time 

Is to live with vision. 
Think, always, in the context 
Of your planet, your universe 
And the continuum of time. 
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Such vision will elevate you 
Beyond the littleness of race, religion 

And the fervor of politic and extremities. 
 

Never lose the center of your childhood, 
Eat life raw, 

Dance by the fire, 
Be in childlike wonder of all things. 

 
 
 

Perceptions 
 

You are no mistake, my son, 
No error, 

No piece of leftover life. 
You are meant to be. 

Your being here is as proper 
As the sun, the moon, the stars. 

 
You are not untimely. 
Your turn at this life 

Is in its’ proper moment, 
Just as the flight of geese 

Beckon springtime 
Or a cock crows at dawn 

Or a cocoon stirs 
With an eager butterfly. 
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You were not conceived from nothingness. 
You are as the endless rhythm 

Of the universe. 
You are the substance of its’ light, 

Its’ darkness, 
Its’ stream 

 of thought. 
 

Your timelessness has always been 
And will always be. 

You come baring the fruits 
Of your infinite yesterdays; 

And prepare to blossom 
For a new harvest. 

 
You will be a story unto yourself 

And will write each word, 
Tell each moment in detail 
Through its’ final chapter. 

 
Then, join me in the earth again…. 

And we had left with more 
Than when we came. 

 
. 

As author of your life 
Ask early of yourself 

What manner of character  
You will be. 
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Begin with pride in yourself. 
Be gentle and love you. 

 
Loving yourself is the secret to happiness 
And the source of genuine love of others.  

 
Love of self is not vanity. 

Nor is it conceit. 
 

Every moment of your life 
You must live with you. 

It is, therefore, important 
That you be someone you can live with. 

Be your best friend. 
Be good to you, gentle, 
Patient and encouraging. 

 
You must wish yourself well, 

Be careful to maintain your dignity 
And be an asset to those around you 

Without being their fool. 
 

This is love of self. 
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A proper sense of time 
Is your greatest gift to yourself. 

Though it is a great thing 
To set goals and have dreams, 
Always know you are transient. 

Goals alter in due course. 
Dreams are reflections of the day. 
Ambitions fluctuate in their worth. 

 
They are instruments by which we chart our 

course; 
But, the only reality is the present moment. 

 
To live a sense of ‘nowness’ 

Is to master time. 
 

Be concerned and intent 
Upon what you are, 

Not what you have been 
Or will be. 

 
The sliver of the present moment 

Is your eternity. 
It creates your past and charts your future. 

Live now. 
 
. 
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Ask yourself how the universe  
Will measure your worth. 

 
Whether in moments of destitution 

Or in the greatest wealth, 
Always envision yourself 
Totally alone and naked. 

Look into the center of yourself 
If you are not ashamed of you 

And comfortable with the motives 
By which you manage each moment, 
Then you are priceless to the universe 

And to those around you.  
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Virtues and Religions 

 
It is manly to embrace virtues. 

It is vain to think you found them totally. 
Such things must become innate in you. 

 
Virtues are like the aroma of flowers. 

As you blossom within yourself 
The diffusion of virtue 
Becomes self-evident. 

 
You cannot hold virtue in your hand; 
Nor can you confess a virtuous life 

To people around you. 
 

The manner of your qualities 
Flicker in the shadows 

And becomes a quiet oasis 
Heavy with company 

And welcoming all who come. 
 

You will be inclined to seek beliefs 
That will comfort you. 

And, life is so incredible 
That believing in something 
Consoles our bewilderment. 
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Have no doubt there are truths 

Worth searching for. 
The man who can be comfortable 

With himself while a seeker 
Can be comfortable with what he finds. 

 
But, remember, there is the next moment 

Destined to reveal new horizons 
And shatter yesterdays’ beliefs. 

 
So, be careful.  Ppossess a belief 

But avoid being possessed by a belief. 
 
 

Therefore, do not shun religions 
But beware of them. 

Religions have the potential 
Of the greatest evils 

Just as they can give comfort in the darkness 
To the weak and insecure. 

 
Mans’ greatest atrocities 

Upon his fellow man 
Have always had roots 

In his religions. 
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Men who have aspired for liberty 
And being a creature of humanity 

Have always kept religion 
Separate and underfoot. 

 
Man is still desperate 

To gain special favor of a god 
And invents exclusiveness in his faiths. 

Avoid such things 
That separate peoples 

And make them vain and stupid spirits. 
 

Believe as you will….but remember, 
A belief that separates 

One person from another 
Is not a belief. 
It is a bigotry. 

 
Even the gods are disappointed 

In those who obey without question.   
 

And, in the manner of your life 
There is a wholesome balance…. 

You can be so earthly  
You are of no heavenly good 

And so heavenly 
You are not worth an earthly damn.  
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Better that you hold to the values 
Of the Ancient Ones 

Who see all the universe to be alive, 
Consider the earth to be the great mother 

And something beyond words to be the father. 
 

In this, you can live in respect 
For the mother earth 

And all things that live upon it. 
 

There is no greater and more simple faith. 
All else are the conjurances of desperate men. 

 
 
 

Liberty  
Ultimately, a government is your servant. 

If it is anything more it is your enemy. 
Yet, the people are their own greatest enemy. 

 
The power of a government 

Over the people 
Is directly proportionate 

To the weaknesses, wants and ineptitude 
Of the people. 
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When fathers cease to be fathers 
And mothers cease to be mothers 

The human fiber essential to liberty 
Is not within the character of the people. 

 
When society invents those things 

Allowing itself escape 
From personal responsibility and accountability 

The mentality is lost to sustain liberty.  
 

And, in such a loss, 
Government becomes an instrument 

To protect the people from one-another and 
itself. 

 
Be aware, there will always be 

People without dignity 
And those in power without honor. 

Liberty has no place in such peoples’ hearts. 
 

It is for you to nurture and hold 
These rare virtues that maintain liberty. 

 
The individuals’ responsibility 

Is to govern oneself with dignity 
And respect for the dignity of others. 

In doing this, you need not be governed. 
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When the people are strong and honorable 

Among themselves 
And government is a servant 

 of common need and consent 
You will find liberty. 

 
 

Principle of Mind 
1. 

In spite of possible abundance, 
Always remain a little hungry. 

It prepares the soul for leaner days 
And keeps the mind aware 

Of those who hunger. 
 

2. 
A lifetime is not measured 
By how much was done 

But by how well it was done. 
 

3.  
A dream is a mental flower. 

It wilts if in the mind too long. 
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4. 
Never ask of another 

What you would not do yourself. 
If in doubt you would do it, 

Then do it yourself. 
 

5. 
Never shun a man 

For seeing things differently. 
Respect him. 

If a man agrees with you  
Three times in a row 
Cover your posterior 

With both hands. 
 

6. 
Allow yourself a little wit. 

Laugh at yourself. 
It mellows the sting 

Of self-condemnation. 
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7. 

Look closely into every man. 
Scratch the veneer. 

If you find him 
Looking closely into you 
You have chanced upon 

One worth knowing. 
 

8. 
The best of intentions are subject 

To the course of reality. 
It is good to take a man at his word; 

But, never place yourself in total dependence 
Upon the performances of another. 

And, in these matters, 
Do not be disheartened in failure. 

The only true failure 
Is in not earnestly trying 
And the only true loss 

Is in not learning by honest reflection.  
 

9. 
Stand your ground 
Until proven wrong. 
Then, back off slowly 
And do not apologize. 
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10. 

Be a man of peace 
And with peaceful intent. 

If a man strikes you, 
Turn the other cheek. 
If he strikes you again 

Then ravage him. 
Make the cost of his aggression so high 

That peace is the only profit 
To all concerned. 

 
11. 

Never fight for a religion. 
Never fight for a government. 

Never fight for an unworthy woman. 
Never fight for things of your own vanity. 

Never fight for money. 
But, as these matters defend 

Worthy and unselfish principles, 
Fight and fight to win. 

 
12. 

Step aside at times 
And know how to be alone. 

Only then can you know 
Your true thoughts 

In the company of others. 
 
 



 
 

19. 
And, to live knowing  

You have diligently applied  
What little you know to be true 
Is far greater than lip-service 

To volumes of ‘hand-me-down’ assumptions. 
 

13. 
Be alert to the transience of the world. 

It will not remain as it was 
When you were a child. 

A mans’ task is not 
To hold it back… 
But, to guide it. 

 
14. 

Do not be judgmental of people 
By their physical feature, 

Their dress or possessions, 
Their position or power, 
Their age, race or origin. 

 
Relate only to the quality of the person 
And the inner beauty you see in them. 

The most polished appearances 
Can hide a savage 

While the crudest earthenware 
Can hold the sweetest wine. 
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15. 
Give of yourself to those 

Who cannot help themselves.  
This is compassion…an honest gifting. 

But, give only encouragement and opportunity 
To those who can help themselves. 
To do more is to be a fool with life. 

 
16. 

Honor all who labor… 
Whatever their task. 

From the most menial to most esteemed, 
Labor is the ultimate dignity.  

 
17. 

Acknowledge and concede 
That everyone important to you, 

Every relationship integral to your life, 
Everything you will possess 

And every element of your environment 
Is a momentary event 

And will someday be gone from you. 
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18. 
Acknowledge and concede 

You are a momentary power 
Upon the earth 

And the activities of earth will carry on 
Without you and soon forget you. 

With this awareness 
You are able to embrace 

 the preciousness of each moment.  
 

19. 
The world is full of takers. 

Be a giver.  Contribute yourself. 
Your contributions are intrinsic 

And will continue in the inner-weavings 
Of the planet as you affected it. 

These things will not carry your name… 
Only elements of your quality. 

 
20. 

Always aspire to be  
Those things just beyond 

What you think you can be. 
Leave behind the finest quality of yourself. 

Die with peace and purpose. 
Should there be an afterlife or none, 

You own life no apologies. 
 



 
 

22. 
 

Do not allow yourself mediocrity. 
It is a comfort sought by most. 
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I see your spirit 
As no others can or will…. 

Rejoicing in your grand and gentle nature, 
Lofty within its’ mortal frame, 

Daring upon the frail planets’ scene! 
 

Whatever your course and destiny, 
Be a man enraged by injustice, 

Defiant of oppressors of the weak, 
Inexcusable toward mans’ ignorances, 

Intolerant of his inhumanity. 
 

22. 
Be principled, that men approach you 
With the manner of cautious honesty 

And the frauds of life give you quarter. 
 

23. 
While encouraging the best of all you meet 

Expect them to disappoint you to some 
measure. 
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Such attitude keeps you from the frailty 
Of dependence upon others 

While making sweeter the taste 
Of their accomplishments. 

 
24 

In this, you are beyond envy 
As you rejoice-in and praise 

Your fellow men 
For those most simple goodnesses 

In their lives. 
 

25. 
Be one who manages life not as a debtor. 

Indebtedness subordinates your life’s power 
To the shackelry of the lazy 

And is evidence of your impetuosity. 
Debt should never be more than a tool 

For productivity; 
And, it is in this tool 

You can provide worth to the lives of others. 
This is the only debt of honor. 
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Addendums on Manhood 
 

1. 
Look closely into what it means  

to be a man. 
Surely, you will be influenced 

By the times and places 
In which you live 

And take into yourself 
The qualities of those around you. 

 
It is best that you remain aloof 

And stand upon the center of yourself, 
Focused upon the spiritual nature 

Of your gender. 
 

2. 
True manhood is measured  

By what you are not 
As much as what you are. 

Your lack of virtue  
Will scatter like wildfire 

While your virtues labor quietly, 
Unnoticed and fruitful in subtle ways. 
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Therefore, say little 
But mean what you say. 

Do not brag 
But be the best at what you do. 

 
3. 

Conduct yourself as you would do, 
Not as others would do. 

Do not profit at the detriment of others. 
Never respect vain men or women; 

But, search for the insecurities  
That make them vain. 

 
 

4. 
Do not measure your manhood 
By your muscle or appearances, 

The fashion or quantity of possessions, 
Or notoriety of your life. 

The dignity by which you live is your value….. 
To yourself and others. 
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5. 
Do not deny the needs of your manhood. 
But, always be honorable and respectful 

Of all women. 
Present yourself honestly. 

Be in touch with your poetic nature. 
Be a loving contribution to their lives. 

Never allow them to make you their fool 
Listen well and know the needs 

Of their spirit. 
Share your truths. 

Then, see if they have listened. 
 

When you have done these things 
And the woman has not walked away, 

You have chanced upon one worth knowing. 
 

6. 
Never hesitate to say “I love you” 

To your children… 
And to anyone to whom you truly love. 
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7. 
Do not begrudge getting older. 
It is a privilege denied to many. 

Look closely, listen closely, 
To the words of the elderly. 

The day will come when your words 
Need to be heard by the young.   

 
8. 

Remember, the world is fickle. 
If you do not fear those in power, 

Consider those of authority your equal, 
Do not compromise your principles, 

Speak your true thoughts, 
Openly admit your mistakes, 

Do not oblige the hypocrisies of society, 
Are totally honest with women, 

See things as they are 
Rather than as people want them to appear to 

be, 
Are willing to fight for your principles 
And those things worth preserving for 

posterity, 
You will be shunned by most people. 

But, you will be a real man 
And priceless in unseen ways. 
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The Prime Family 
 

As a man you will find 
Womanhood will pre-occupy 

Much of your life. 
It is in the nature of the beast. 

 
And, it is wise to quickly fine good humor 

Within yourself. 
 

This is a wisdom given by your great-
grandfather 

As he always held that he had  
All his women exactly where they wanted him. 
And, he advised that men should always listen 

closely, 
For women mean what they say… 

They simply do not say what they mean. 
 

My only comment is that you love  
The mother of your children completely. 

Give her space to be many moods. 
Always be agile and attuned to her. 

Always kiss her goodnight. 
Tell her she is loved…everyday. 
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Be gentle with her soul. 
Know she is a real person…. 

Perfectly imperfect…. 
A treasure and precious. 

 
It is impossible to measure 

How profoundly the mothers and fathers 
Of each generation 

Carve into the souls of their children 
What they will become. 

 
And, much of this design 

Is in what a man and woman 
Are toward each other 

Before the eyes of their children. 
 

Therefore, always be a gentle man, 
Mellow and nurturing to the woman 

In your life. 
You are not only nurturing her 

But the future of humanity.   
 

   And, of parenting…. 
Giving children the knowledge 

Of ‘self-discipline’ 
Is far greater than total or imposed discipline. 
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This is a matter of example 
As much as enforcement. 

 
Micro-management of children 
Only trains them to be sheep…. 

Or creates a rebellious soul. 
 

Be a voice children respect 
Rather than fear. 

Saying something one time, 
And providing a reason for it, 

Should always be enough. 
Never say it twice…. 

Without consequences. 
 

Always find a moment to laugh 
With your children. 

 
Always tell them they are loved. 

 
No greater honor can a man receive 

Than to be loved and respected 
By his children. 
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Yet, respect is not real when it is won 
By your weaknesses 

And their manipulations. 
It is won by your principles 

And the consistency by which 
You live them and expect the same 

Of your children. 
 

Be aware that creating ,maintaining, a family 
Based upon quality principles 

Is your contribution to the family of 
humankind. 

It goes far beyond yourself. 
 
 

Your Universal Nature 
Let me attest to you a truth, 

Not from twisted history 
Or the ignorances of men, 

But from the timeless understanding 
Of the most quiet and ancient ones 

And from the simple experience of a simple 
man. 

The universe, nay, all existence 
Beyond our measure 

Is full of life. 
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Far beyond our comprehension 
Are the domains of profoundness 

Adrift and on course 
To exquisite destinies. 

 
From the smallest particle of yourself 

To the immense 
And distant galaxies 

There is life abundant…. 
And, each a finite reflection 

Of universes hidden from each other. 
 

You are a part of this great scene. 
Your journeys have been many. 
The life you now live is but one 

And will be followed by countless more 
And in countless ways. 

 
To know these things 

Will maintain your cosmic liberty. 
You will remain free 

To become all things. 
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Everything you see in every moment of life 
Is truly a miracle… 

Even when understood, 
It is wonderous that it is so; 

And, with each understanding 
Comes new horizons of mystery. 

 
This should not bring you to despair. 

It should delight you! 
You are on a grand venture 

That will continue to lead you 
To regions of enlightenment 

Now inconceivable. 
 

It is a quest designed before 
Our understanding of time. 

And, with all conviction, 
You and all life 

Are destined to be godlettes 
Within the god of all things. 

 
Think not, therefore, that your life  

Is without purpose 
Or that any event is without its’ fruits. 
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It is for you to be in love with life 
And all things great and small. 

 
There is a force within you 

And, as a great river, 
It moves onward unrelenting. 
As you become attentive to it 
Your momentum and direction 

Become your servant. 
To ignore these things  
Is to be adrift in life. 

 
Never ignore the flow of life within you. 

Yet, never give it names or shapes. 
Never pollute it with hate. 

Speak to it in a wordless silence. 
It will commune with you in return 

And your great mind will grow 
In understanding of the oneness of things. 
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A Postlude 
 

Alas, if in your latter days 
The stars still shine 
Above your head, 

The moon is a halo 
For foliaged hills 
And a lazy stream 

Captivates your dreamy mind; 
 

If dewy dawns 
are your risings’ sted 

and feeble hands 
are scared with yesterdays’ 

labored dignity; 
 

and you reflect upon fields 
where you and lovers ran, 

upon your children 
who have gone 

their unique and destined ways, 
upon their mother whom you loved; 
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and, upon the world 
that force and change reveals, 

may you recall the beauty 
of your mother 
whom I loved. 

 
Then, remember 

For one private moment, 
Your small hand in mine, 

So long ago. 
 

Though life is bittersweet 
We will know 

Our paths had crossed 
And I held you 

To my soul. 
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Part 2. 
 

Odes to a Young Man  
 

‘As Time Has Passed’ 
 
 

Reflections 
Now that you are well into your time, 

Traveled paths only you know in depth, 
Found the course of life is upon its own seas, 
To be sailed in ways only you and destiny has 

steered, 
Can this sequel be of worth 

By the mind and wisdoms you have  
Gained by your voyage of life. 

 
And, I am now a elder man, 

Blessed with vigor and awareness, 
Reflecting upon my own path…. 

The voyage of my time…. 
 

It is here we meet, a crossing of consciousness 
Equal in capacity to comprehend. 

It is a ‘mind-union’ perhaps long awaited. 
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And, it is my final comment to you 
And all who may open themselves 

To the fruits of thought well earned. 
 

The Shape of Life   
Oh how we can easily see and not see! 

Yet, as we begin to look closely 
 Into the wonders within and around us, 

How marvelous it is! 
 

One special thing is a fascination, 
Enchanting my eyes like a curious child. 

It is in the ‘roundness’ of life. 
 

And, I give credit where credit is due…. 
To the artistry, creativity, hard softness, 
Unlimited imagination of this unknown 
And unknowable thing…the Creator. 

 
In all things conceived  

Nothing is in a straight line. 
What a marvelous concept! 

 
Not a single atom or singular cell, 

Not a single body of life or the inanimate 
Is a perfectly straight line or angle or square. 
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Yes, the universe, universes, all things 
Are round and flowing and smooth 

Like a perfect wheel in motion, 
Traveling casually, unrelenting 

Within Its Self. 
 
 

I set here, with pen in hand, 
Gaze into the garden, the flower gardens, 

At the grasses across the fields, 
The foliaged trees and floating clouds. 

 
Not one thing is straight, 
Not one thing is square. 

And, to my bewilderment, 
Not one thing among the uncountable 

Is the same as another. 
  

Each is unique unto itself, 
In some small but profound way! 

 
Oh my!  From the earliest moments 

Of my childhood 
The clouds have enchanted me. 

And, to know each cloud is a moment 
Unique unto itself, 
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Never to be repeated by any other cloud 
Ever made or ever to be made 

Takes my breath away. 
 

I am in awe of it all. 
 
 

To you, as with all people, all things, 
I am in awe of your uniqueness… 

A creation never before on the scene of life, 
Never to be repeated. 

 
And, I ponder the path, the voyage of your life, 

Just as I ponder my own. 
 

We, You and I, are now aware 
Life is never lived in a straight line.   

 
Yes, there are plans, intentions, 

Perhaps even before we enter our mortal lives. 
But, such inventions are subject to events, 

To the dictates and encounters along the way. 
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So, life is lived with twists and turns and 
bends….. 

Never in a straight line…… 
And though some things seem harsh, quick 

and sharp 
They are, in fact, smooth curves approaching 

Either foreseen or not seen. 
 

It is only in our minds eye, our perception, 
Awareness of ourselves and the happenings 

around us 
That they may only seem straight and sharp in 

turns. 
 
 
 

 Conclusions 
What did we know at our birth, 
Venturing into the unknown, 
Helpless and at lifes’ mercy. 

 
Yet, we soon assume it is all to life, 

The only reality, 
Focused intensely upon ourselves 

And this moment in eternity. 
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As time passes we consider 
The finality of this precious moment, 

Again facing the unknown. 
 

What will be on the other side 
Of our mortal time? 

What awaits us; 
Or, is this all there is? 

 
It is best not to fret, 

Be of good cheer and content. 
The mystery is part of the adventure. 

 
You have already faced an unknown… 
The entry into the life you now live.  

 
Again, I look into the roundness of life. 

Not one part of you or I 
Is in a straight line. 

 
Not one thing of Mother Earth 

Or all that is within the vast endlessness 
Of the universe is rigid and straight. 

 
‘Staightness’ is an invention, 

Not innate to reality. 
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Therefore, there is no need 
For absolutes or conclusions. 

Each will change with each moment 
As you look into the wondering course 

Of your time. 
 

Absolute conclusions are prisons 
Holding you captive, 

Shielding you from the grand adventure 
To whatever enlightenments lay ahead. 

 
Look closely. 

Do you find a straight or square egg 
Or a cocoon or wing or fin 

Or any form of life not round and rounded? 
 

In the oceans, the movement of air, 
The flow of light, flares of the sun, 

And the slightest tear 
Are speaking to us of the flow of life. 

 
And, for me, it is an inspiration, 

A subtle voice speaking in countless ways, 
That all is well in the destiny of things….. 
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And there will be those eternal moments, 
When you, I and all things 
Will rest upon the softness 

Of our Creators’ unlimited mind.    
 

The present time  
Just as everything in the universe 

Exists in roundness, 
Never in one continuous straight line, 

So it is with how humans live….. 
 

How they group and live together, 
Become admirable together 

Or become an example of great darkness 
 
 

So, it is not without precedence 
Or untimely for insights 
Into your time a place.  

 
You have lived in a time and place 

So unprecedented in human history…. 
A time when the human creature  

Can pursue its’ dreams, 
Its’ ambitions, be of good dignity. 

 
 
 



 
 

46 
 

And, in this, it is created with the ambition 
That all people of all persuasions  

Can be and manifest the best within them. 
 

This liberty, above all else, is your treasure. 
It has allowed you to be what you are 
And allowed others to do the same. 

 
Many have sacrificed to these principles. 
It is their gift to you and your posterities.  

 
No one can grasp the precious value 

Of their liberty 
Until they no longer have it. 

 
So, be diligent… 

Never trust the events of the times. 
Never be a sheep in the fervor of the moment. 
Never yield to the dictates of the powerfully 

little people. 
 

Listen, but select what is truth and reality 
verses the intentions of those in need of 

feeding their egos. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

47. 
 

Never participate in any manner 
With those who want something for nothing. 

The weak and parasites abound . 
Starve them with your principles. 

 
And, in this, be a man of peace; 

But carry all means to be a man of aggression 
To defy the powers that come to pass 

And the mindlessly weak 
Who will aggress upon you.  

 
Only open these principles of life 

Will you be a defender of the light, 
The aspirations of history and the future, 

Whereby all people may live 
In the labors of liberty. 

 
Clay Howard 
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